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CH.APTER I 
In trod uct ion. 
The enactment of' the thirteenth, fourteenth.end 
fifteenth amendments to the Constitution was a direct ch.al• 
lenge to the American Negro to prove his fitness as a pol-
itical being. Since the adoption of these amendment.a, many 
conflicts have e.risenwhiehmay be traced to a reluctance on 
the part of many of the majority group to abide by the rules 
and principles of law thereby established. SU.ch action on 
part or the majority group was to a certain extent justiti- . 
able in the beginning due to the fact that the change was so 
sudden that the minority group could not readily adjust it-
self to the new situation and also due to the fact that. cer-
ta.in unscrupulous whites were taking advmtage or the negroes 
to further selfish interests. 
such well known phase$ of'. American History as the 
Negro carpet-bag rule of the south and the enactment of edu-
oational qualifications and grandfather clauses are evidences 
of the politioal conflicts preeipitat.ed by the aforesaid 
1. 
amemme nt s. 
Of' more recent times the poll tax requirements ap-
plied in a discriminating manner and certain party rules pro-
hi biting ~egroes from voting in primaries may be cited as con-
crate examples of that struggle. At present, such discrimin-
atory practices have been recognized by courts as being uncon~ 
stitutional, the last~orficial bl~ having been dealt by the 
United States Supreme Court in the Texas primary case of' Nixon 
2. 
v. Herndon decided in 1926. 
In spite of history, vhich is teeming with proof' ot 
the remarkable poli tioal as we 11 as economic advance of the 
.American Negro, there are yet those of. the majority group who 
are not convinced that the minority race is capable of assuming 
the duties and responsibilities of citizenship. For a dis-
~ssion or problems confronted by the colored population in as-
swning their political role in Ame,~ican cities, the above cited 
3. 
references are especially valuable. 
Much has been written concerning Amerio an cities and . 
. communities or mixed population. There are also writings avail-
able concerning certain purely negro cities in negro countries 
4. . 
and colored districts within mixed cities. 
There are, however, no writings concerning negro ei ties 
governed by negro o.t:fieials and having an entirely negro popu-
lation, and incorporated as such within the states of the Amer-
' 
ican union. There are approximately eight such communities lo-
cated in Oklahoma, 'Mississippi and other southern stat es, most 
of them being in Oklahoma. There is one conmuni ty in the north 
governed by negroes, seven miles south or Camden, New Jersey, 
but this town has seversl white al. tizens. 
-2-
One or the tCNms referred to above owes its exist-
ence to an argument between certain white citizens on the ques-
tion as to whether the American Negro is capable of self-govern-
ment. Thus Boley, Oklahoma stands as a monument to a man who 
took the affirmative side of the qµ.estion and sought to sub-
stantiate his argument by demonstration. 
It is because of ~ts historical significance as well 
as its present; status that this tom is chosen for study. Boley, 
a town of nearly 2,000 inhabitants is located in Okf"uskee County 
'( 
about 100 miles south of Tu.lsa~tand 90 miles ea.st of Oklahoms. 
City, and is recognized as the largest colored municipality in 
the United States. 
The study. was made by means of extensive correspond-
ence and by personal observation and investigation~ The general 
question which motivated the research was that of evaluating the 
Negro as a citizen and voter in the light of modern attitudes 
and pr inoiple s. 
The specific purpose or the study, however, was to find 
answers to such questions as: 
To what extent has the Negro made use of his political, 
economic, and social opportunities, so far as can be determined 
by the study of a. single Negro American City? 
What political, economie, and s:>cial tendencies ere 
manifest in a community of American. Negroes as citizens of en in-
dependent, self-governing· all-negro city? 
-3-
To what extent does l9ac1al homogeneity influence the 
politice.l, economic, end social condit;ions of a municipality of. 
American Negroes! 
It has been impossible, of course, to get concrete 
answers to these questions, but the date. presented in the fol-
lowing pa.gas is a more or less accurate description of' eon-





In order to establish a background far tm study of' 
this town, ·it is perhaps necess:a.ry ttttt we consider the salient 
f'ea.tures in the history of the state of' Oklahoma. from a his-
torical point of view. one of the most unique and interesting 
states of the union. 
The control of the territory within which lies the 
pr~sent state of Oklahoma, was fir st claimed by the ;united 
St ates in 1803 as a result or the Louisiana purchase from 
5. 
France. 1 On May 28, 1830, the assignment of the western part 
of tbe Louisiana purchase to the Indians was adopted as a farm-
al policy of' the United· States. As a result ~ the repeal of' 
the Missouri compromise and the -organization or Nebraska and 
. \ 
Kansas,· the Indian territory in 1854 became ~onfined to the 
area south of the 37th parallel - thus the place or .Oklahoma 
6. 
as the Indian state was e.stablished. r The name Ok-la-ho-ma 
is taken from the Choctaw Indian language. Its 11 terel. trans-
7. 
lation is "home for the red men". 
The history ct' tm Indian territory during the per-
iod from 1866 to 1879 is th9 history of' a struggle far the con-
centra.tion of the Indians and the establishment of a terri tor-
-5-
ial government. 
The concentration of red men in this. territory was 
partly accomplished; but all efforts of the Indians to form an 
officially recognized territorial government were futile. Many 
of the Indians were opposed to. Bll7 plan for organized government 
which they looked upon as only a plot, the aim or lllhich was to 
deprive them or· their land and enforce upon them the civilize.-
tion of the white man., 
During the decade immediately preceding· tm opening 
of Oklahoma. to ?hi tes ( 1879-89) many ·ef:forts were made to oc-
cupy unassigned .land in the territory~ These invasions were a. 
made chiefly by Kansans along tm southern border of Kansas. 
The struggle for the sett.lem3nt of the territory or 
which the present -.state ot" Oklshoma was a pa.rt was brought to. 
a close on April 22, 1889, when President :Benjamin Harrison is-
. 9. 
sued a proclamation opening the territory to settlement. The 
settlers immediately began to organize city governments. Al-
though these govemments had ·no legal authority, they proved to 
be Of' great value in este.bli sb.ing am maintaining order. 
By an o~ganic act of Mey 2 • 1890, 1hi s region was 
formally recognized as a legal territory and its government was. 
set up in the usual manner. Guthrie was named the temporary 
oa.pital and remained so until June 11, 1911, when Oklahoma. City 
was chosen as. the leading city.· 
This thrilling and historic drama was brought to its 
close Nov. 17, 1907, wnen Congress admitted tb3 Indian Ter-
ritory and the Territory ot· Oklahoma. as tm State or Ok~a.homa, 
the forty-sixth or the United States. Benj~in F. Harrison, 
Secretary Of' the State of Oklahoma in 1912, emphasizes the im-
portance of the history or· this state in the following lines: 
"Yesterde\Y', a seat of improvised tents and habitations less 
provised - today, colossal marts and. palatial hanes. Oklahoma 
is the seene Of the flml stand. of the Indian against the white 
10. 
man's ci,ilization." 
The Negro in Oklahoma. 
_, As a result of a.n article written by E. c. ·Boudinot, 
a Cherokee citizen, and published in the Chicago Times of Feb. 
17, 18 79, in whi eh it was stated that t her~ was unoc~upi ed pub-
lic land available in the Indian Territory, the "Freedmen's 
Oklahoma Association" was organized in 1881. The object of this 
ll. 
organization was to obtain land t'or ±"reed.men in the territory. 
·
1 In 1882 negro freedmen 11 ving in Kansas and other 
states sent petitions. to Congress asking that they be permitted 
to settle in the unoo cupied land. of. the Indian Territory and form 
t 12. 
organized communities Of their om. on June 13, 1882, Henry w. 
:Blair, senator from New Hampshire requested info ma ti on 1·rom t m 
Secretary Of the Interior as to the land. in the territory avail-
able for oecupa.tion -by negroes. :Before waiting :ror a. reply rrom 
the Secretary, :Blair, on June 1§, introduced a l>ill authorizing 
:freedmen to enter certain unoccupied land in tbe Indian Territory. 
-?-
In July, ha received a letter t'rom the Secretary stating that 
only the freed.men of the five civilized tribes would be perrnit-
13. 
ted to use this land. 
On Je.nuacy 14, 1884, Pr.esident Arthttr sent a sp~cie.1 
_message to Congress recommending an appropriation of $25,000 to 
enable the govermnent to plroe the freednen of the five civil-
bed tribes end their descendm ts in· the Oklahoma district of 
the Indian Territory. The five civilized tribes were the Charo-
kee-:, Chickasaw, Choctaw, Seminole end Creek. The proposed plan 
J 
provided that one hundred and sixty acres of lend were to b~ 
given to each head or a family, eighty acres· to each single man 
over twenty-one years or age, ·am._ eighty acres to .each minor or-
14. 
· phe.n. Congress failed to act upon this reeonmendation. Had 
it acted upon such, a Negro State would probe. b ly have been form-
ad in the Indian Territory. 
The history of' the Negro in Oklahoma is one of peeu-
liar significance. He-was first brought there as a slave to the 
Indian. By treaties of' 1866, some negroes were received into 
Indian tribes and given equal tribal rights and equal shares in 
their lands. Others participated in early "runs" far settlement 
and secured hcmesteads which, in ma?lY cases, are sti 11 retained 
15. 
by the same families. Sill others migrated from other states 
at more recent times. 
The state seell'S to be especially adaptable to the 
formation of separate negro eonmuni ties. Negro sections of cities 
-a-
are comnon, just as in many cities of other states, but the 
separate negro town is a rare phenomenon. In this state, there 
are five such towns; namely~ Boley, Langston, Red Bird, Ta:tum, 
and Lima. Another such town was created under the name of Taft, 
but it has not succeeded. The . others are governed, managed, 
and populated chiefly by negroe s. .It is because such towns are 
rare that we set out to ascertain the chief factors involved in 
their creation and present status. \Ve shall confine our study 
as aforesaid to only one such town, that at Boley. 
History of Boley. 
It was during the period from the opening of Oklehoma 
to sett lementt in 188~ to tbe founding or Boley in 1905, that 
Thanas M. Haynes, the founder of' this colored town m.igrated to 
this .-territory. In a frame wagon drawn by two old grey nags, 
he and his f'amily of two children, travelled from the sou.th-
eastern part of Texas to the present site or the town of Boley. 
16. 
His first abode was a dug-out about two miles east of the town •. -.· 
At this; time traeks were being laid in this region by 
the Fort Smith and Wes·tern Railroad Comi;any. The employees were 
in charge of a roadmaster -by the neme or Boley, commonly known 
as "Captain Boley". The distance of 15 miles between. the sett·le-
men ts of' Okemah and Prague was so great and tbe means of' travel 
so inconvenient iiha t in favorable weather; the employs es o'f the 
railroad would not go home at night but would , in their language, 
"bunk" in the work cars. It was in this way that t.my formed 
-9-
the acquaintance of' Heyn.es, whose dugout was not f'ar from the 
tracks. . His humble home served as a meeting place and later 
as a boarding place for the employees. . Captain Boley becsme 
impressed by the congenial personality of' Ha;ynes end the two 
became good friends. 
The Captain bad a white :friend in Weleetka by the 
name Of J. c. Lakemore, who was deeply interested 1n the Negro 
and who beosn.se of' his weal th was quite influential ·in the 
community~ Lakemore had dared to engage arguments in defense 
of the Negro as a race. He told Boley of one of his arguments 
and of his 'intention of proving the validity of' his conten-
tions. 
Certain citizens doubtless representing the general 
opini01J. of the residents of' Weleetka, had advanced the proposi-
tion tha. t the Neg?-o as a. race was incapable of self-governnent; 
that in the absence of' the supervision and direct leadership 
of' a white man, negroes would destroy themselves and could not 
live together in a reasonable degree of peace and harmony. 
Mr. Lakemore did not agree with these contentions, 
but keenly felt his inability to offer convincing evidence to 
refute them. Captain Boley suggested tbs. t he try to establish 
a negro conmunity. The suggestion was considered as a huge 
Joke at first, but the roadmaster strengthened his su.ggastion 
by reminding Lskamore tha.t he kriew a Negro a :f."ew miles west ot 
Weleetka whom h~ looked upon as being capable of managing a 
-10-
negro tom. He further promised Lakemore that if' he should 
set aside land for that purpose he would leDl him any assist-
a.nee that he might be able to give. 
Lakemore, after thinking the matter over, decided 
. to accept the suggestions. He, with tm .co-operation of Boley, 
. leased eighty acres of' land f'ran the gu.a.rdian o'f Abigail 
Barnett, a young girl. This land was leased for .a period. ot 
five yaers with option to purchas.e (1899). 
Dmnediately after leasing the land, the next problem 
was to select a name for t ha prospective settlenant. Haynes in-
sisted that it assume the appellation "'S~'\e~)"~ The question 
was decided by th:! flipping or a quarter. Hqnes -chose "heads" 
I 
and won.the toss, consequently tha town was named i"Boley". 
I 
·During the next five years ~he land was rented by lots, 
most of the lots being used r·or agricultural purposes. At the 
expiration of' the lease ( 1904) two ha.ndred dollars were paid 
the original owners as first pS31D9nt on the land. Steps were 
taken to have the town duly organized for local self-government. 
Upon petition by twenty or more citizens in acoordanoe with 
17. 
Sections 238.7-2388 of tha United States Revised Statutes, f1890), 
: 
the town was incorporated on March 30, 1905. The introductoey 
statement to the· notice of incorporation reads as follows: 
"To whom it. may concem: 
Notice is hereby given, that on the 30th dq of March 
A.D. 1915, petition was filed in the United States Court for 
... 11-
the western district oC the territory at Sapulpa, by more than 
twenty ( 20) pe'11itioners, re:Sidents of the territory proposed to 
be incorporated under the town name of :Boley and a majority of 
all ma.le inha.bitsnts· above twen~y-one years or age residing in 
said territory, tbl.t the territory proposed to be incorporated 
. 18. . 
embraces the following land to wit:- •• •" Tha charter was 
granted by the United States Court sitting at Wewoka. 
Haynes, though a man of meager literary training, 
demonstrated his managerial ability by the manner in which he 
conducted the campaign of' advertisement and by the results of 
the movement. He hired agents to. travel throughout the south ad-
vertising the canmunity or :Soley and urging Negroes to purchase 
lots and make this town their home. Letters were written to 
ministers asking thEID. to assist in th3 dissemination or informs.-
t ion regarding :Boley. 
The advertisements were wr·itten up in e. very attract-
ive and appealing manner, using at.ch maxims as "Boley is your 
town" ":Boley - the Negro's Paradise"' "Boley Welcomes You~. Dark 
Brother" "Uove to :Boley and Live in Peace" ":Bu1' a Lot- :Build a 
19. 
Home in :Bole7"• Nearly a thousand such e.dvertisermnt s were 
cirou.lated. Ne~o preachers •re .. especially useful as agents for 
the circulation o:f' such advertisements. Thay would make mention 
o:f' the comm.unity to their congregations• 
As a. result Of ttiis extensive drive, ma.tl1 colored citi-
zena were attracted to the conmumi ty, the immigre.t ion being at 
-12-
its height during the period from 1905 to 1910. Most of those· 
who came decided to remain. A few, however, failed to be so im-
pressed end heme withdrew • 
.Among those who rema. ined, several have become out-
standing chara.Cters in the -Negro business and professinnal world. 
Two examples might be eit;ed of'" men of this pioneer group, who 
are at present holding offices in the National Negro Business 
Leagu.e and the National Negro Medical Association. 
The present mayor came to this co~unity in 1905. ·Ha.v-
ing more money than the averege :Boley immigrant, he chose to do 
his part by financing a banking concern. The bank, at present in-
corporated under .the name or Farmers and :Merchants :B~ started 
in a poorly equipped. office with a capital of five hundred dollars, 
and under the name "Ta.mer Trust co•"• Todq it has a capital of' 
$10,000 and is gener.ally considered as one ot th~ most progres-
sive Negro banks in the United States. More in detail will be 
given about the institution in a later chapter •. 
A certain .physician @;ti;-~b; .. ri~;-~-~~a->oame 
d.ferjl:~fif;,i9b7;"') two years after the incorporation o:r :Soley. When 
--..""""_.,....,_~.'\' .. ~..o;'•i·»·''"' • - • 
he ~rived· in the town, he ha:d only a few dollars. There were 
two other doctors in the community at that time~ one of whom has 
left. After practicing his profession, for· a few months in the 
community, the peysic:lan under· discussion was. able to purchase a 
lot. upon which, several years later, he erected a bu.ilding which 
now bears his nsme. It is a three-story structure of brick and 
limestone, with a drug store on the ground -noor and offioes in-




The to.nrn t odsy has a population or neer ly 2,000. In 
20. 
1920 the population was 1,624. It has an area of' about nine 
square miles most of' which lies in a somewhat level tract west 
of the :Fort Smith and Western tracks at a point, about. thirt7 
miles west or Weleetka. Records show and pioneer c.itizens tes-
tifJ" that up to the present writing, no lilite man has ever lived 
in Boley~ There is n0 evidence that any person of oaueaeian 
race ever spent a night within the confines of' this town. 
The settleme.nt· and development of' the to.vn has been 
carried on for the most part:i by Negroes. It is· this f'eature of 
the cummunity that makes it a tmique specimen for social study. 
· The down .. town district as in the case of most ru.re.l 
towns is quite restricted, constituting with the nain residential 
district, an area of' about eight; blocks aqua.re. The principal 
btisiness street extends from the stat ion northward a distance of' 
about .twelve blocks. The business district is concentrated, pri-
marily on this main street, within the central eight of those 
blocks··· Few people are seen on the streets of the business sec-
ti on during the week• ba.t on week-ends farmera· and their .ramil~es, 
fill the stores 'and places of amusement· to such an extent that 
a considerably congested ccndition prevails. 
Certain features. of this comnunity, remind one of the 
New England town, with its nucleated village and oa.tlying ra.ral 
district. The group ot residences 0£ :Boley cl us:tered about the 
business district are sarraunded ey farm houses, oavned and oper-
ated ·by Negroes at a radius o.r about three miles, although most 
of' the Negroes within a radius of six or seven miles recognize 
this town as the cent;er of population. 
Jlany of the leading citizens of Boley ere those who own 
farms and reside on the outskirts of the city. Soma of' these men 
are members or the board of 'education, otficers in the bttsiness 
or.s-anizations, and political and oocial leaders• 
The most exclusive residences ere located on the north-
east side of tom.. The first citizens lived in tents, taking 
over the en.atom of the Indians. Later they began to build shacks. 
The. first modern residence was oonstructed by t~ white contract-
ora from Okemah. The city seems to· have been built up quite rapid-
17. Nine or ten public buildillgs am twenty-six dv1elling houses 
were built during the first five years of' its existence. Since 
that time only five public sturctures and about sevant1""'five resi-
dences have been constructed. 
llaygrs. 
The fir~t mayor of Bolq was its founder, Thomas Me 
Ha.1nes. His administration lasted until 1911 when he was succeed• 
by an equally able leader, J. H. Ringo. His services as meyor 
-16-
for two terms until 1915, were taken over by Mr. w. A. Kennedy 
- -
at present ·a successful real estate de at er. He was followed 
by Mr. D. J. Turner, the present .Mayor (1917) who occupied the 
exeoutive seat tllltil the election or Dr. Pexton in 1921. At· 
the end of' two terms Dr. Paxton was sueeeeded by Mr •. :r. w. Price 
(1925), who guided the policies of the mnnicipality until he 
was followed by Mr. n. J. Ta.rner as a result of the election of 
21.' 
April 1929• 
Form of .Government. 
The form ot 8)vernment adopted by the founders is 
still being ~sed there todq. It is a ~brid torm or commission 
governmen:t. The to.vn is divided into five werds or districts, 
. one trustee being elected tor each ward. The f'ive commissioners 
or trustees are elected by wsrdf?,.. at the city elections every 
two yaer s in April ot the odd numbered years in accordance with 
22• 
law. In addition to tm five conmissioners, the offices of 
town justice, town clerk, treasurer, and l'J18rshal are elective. 
The commissioners elec,t one of their number as chairman, who is 
ex officio mayor of tha town. 
The administrative functions or the city are exercised 
by conrnittees appointed by tbe mayor, with the consent of the 
commission. Each commissioner serves as cha! man of' a standing 
committee. The charter provides for at lea.st five of these; 
namely, Fina.l'l.Ce, Municipal Legislation, Public Thoroughfares, 
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of three members including the chairman. . The personnel of these 
committees are seemingly well selected purely on the basis or 
their knowledge and experience in the field covered by the re-
spective cornmi ttee. The present Mqor, a banker is chairman of 
the Finance committee. The committee on Health has two physic• 
ians on it, that on Legislation has a. lawyer on it, and that ot 
Public Thorough.tares is strengthened by an engineer and a con-
. tractor. Each or the committees has at lea.st one Oamocrat on it~ 
We are told that this is not a matter at form or tradition, bu.t 
one of coincidence. The committee on sanitation works in co-
op er at ion with the county board of' heal th. The marshe.l works in 
co-operation with the ccmnittee on streets am alleys in exerois-
ing such duties as supervising a public job and in enforcing the 
ordinence. regarding street duty. This ordinance provides that 
each ma.le citizen orer twenty~one years Of' age must work on the 
. ' 
streets in the service Of' the city. for four days of eight hours 
23. 
ea.ch out Of a year, without compensation. The ·penalty for 
violating this provision is ten dollars. This is, of course, a 
relic or the old de,rs or road maintenance. 
Finance. 
From the standpoint or fine.nee, the ei ty manifests no 
marks or unusual success. The assessed val'UB.tion of property as 
24. 
given by the county ass-essor is $283,901. For th9 town of' 
Castle with a. populatio~ about equal to that of :Boley; it is 
$129,231. For too town Of Creek which had a population in 1920 
-lS-
·of 29 more inhabitants than Boley, the assessed valuation is 
$275,124~ The total assessed valuation f'or the county is $17, 
130,446. The per capita wealth of 13ole7, be.sad on the popu-
lation as given by the census reports (1920) and on the asses-
sed valuation as given by the. county assessor for 1929 is 
$174.81. The per capita wealth of' the entire county, based on 
the same reports, is $683.s2·. The per capita 1ndebtedn£lss based 
on the 1920 census report and the presellli bonded indebtedness of 
the town is $55.41. 
The total indebtedness of the city is $90,000. The 
total annual revenue from a.11 taxes, a.ssessimnts, fines·, end f'or• 
feitures is $10,000. The total expenditure of' the city amounts 
annually to abont $900.00 exclusive of' tm salaries of tm ot-- · 
25. 
fieials. The tax rate is about' 3% on the dollar. Most of' the 
reverme is used to pq the interest on bonds am to deposit in 
the sinking fund, the remainder being used for current expenses 
and sa.lar,ie s. The c.ity bonds according to the clerk are disposed 
ot without difficulty. They ere usually sold in Oklahoma City. 
Law .enforcement. 
The reco:rds of the city m!rshal and or the city attor-
nay show that there are comparatively few violations of ordin-
anees, During the past year there have been only two traffic of'• 
tenses,. and those were camnitted by non-residents of' Boley. with-
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in the city limits. Traffic is almost in~onsiderable during 
the middle or the week, but on Saturdays and Sundivs, the con-
gestion is noticeable. 
There were during the past year four arrests for :fight-
ing, five for gambling, and one for 'murder. The homicide rate 
compares favor-ably with that of the colored population of Kansas 
City, Missouri. statistics compiled by the Kansas City Call show 
that fifty negroes were murdered by members of their own race dur-
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ing the yesr 1929 There are about 35,000 negores ill that city. 
The· population of :Soley- is 11 624. No crimes of assault, rape, 
larceny, blrglary, ro·bbery, and arson are recorded for the past 
year. Records show that there have been no cases ot rape or arson 
during the history or the city. For the county, records show that 
there have been during tha p_ast year (1929), 17 arrests for murder, 
a of whom were negroes, four of' Vlhose victims were \'il.ite. There 
were also. twenty-three eases of' assault, eleven of whom w·ere ne .. 
groea, thirty-five cases of f'i_ghting, twenty-eight cases of gambl-
ing. None or the cases of fighting and six of the eases of gsmbl-
ing involved negroes. Seven cases of rape, nine oases of laroe~, 
and six cases of burglary are recorded, three of' the first, one 
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of the second, and two or the third group being negroes. Only 
one case or larceny or embezzlement is recorded in the' history of' 
the city. As a result of this crime, the :Soley Bank am Trust Com-
PtmY' in 1910 brought suit against the United States Fidelity and 
Guaranty Company for the bond issued by tba.t company to indemnity' 
the bank against loss that might be sustained by the fraud and 
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dishonesty of the above mentioned embezzler. 
There seems to be a laxity in the enforcement of the 
18th Amendment. The city is occasionally visited by federal pro-
hibition a_gents. The local officers apparently do all tmt is 
within "their power to enforce the law, bu.t their efforts are to 
a great extent rendered- ineffective,. ]:>e~use of tm seemingly in--
different attitude of' the federal agents. It is: supposed, ho,... 
ever, that neither local nor federal officials act'Ufl.lly exert 
their best efforts towards the eni:rorcement of' prohibition. Few 
raids are made on places which might b.e suspected of' having and 
selling intoxicants. .There were during the past yeer ·eight ar-




The public schools are situated within a radius ot 
one-ha.lt' mile f'rom the central business section. There are two 
such schoois within the corporate limits or Boley, one a High 
School - the other an elementary school.· There are rour color-
ed grade schools in the r'\ll"al ccmnuni ty within tbe same dis-
trict in which the Boley schools are located; namely, District 
No. 13. Other negro districts in the county are Numbers 7, 12, 
18, 42, and 43. 
The :Board or Education of' Boley is made up of' three 
members, exclusive Of tb:l superintement all o:r whom, at course, 
"l'1'\ are negroes. The system e~loys two principals, thirteen teach-
ers,, two janitors and two clerks. 1I'he superintendent is a grad-
ua.te of' the Boley scll.ools and obtained his higher training at 
Langston and Wilberforce Universities.' The teachers, seven ot 
whom are in the elementary school, have at least two yeers Nor-
ma.i school training. Most or them have two or more years of' ex-
~arience. ~hr:~e Of t~ six high, school tea.chars have degrees. 
The average cost of upkeep: f'or the Boley public. schools 
is $17,000 per year1 about $31.00 per capita, based on total en-
rollmant • The average salary for teachers in the system ia 
$110.00 per month. The city Board of Edu.cation has complete con-
trol over school bond issues. 
According to the report of' tm Chief High School In-
spector of Oklahoma published in 1920, the average ammal costs 
for schools in Okfuskee County were as follows: upkeep $261, 510; 
teachers• salaries $919; per child in average attendance $41.18; 
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per child based on total enrollment $29.20• The report ot the 
Stat~ Superintendent shows the.t the ennual per capita costs in 
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1922 were $37.87 tor whites ant $24.10 for negroes. 
The total enrollnsnt or the public schools (1929) is· 541. 
The superintendent am Bl sc the teachers report that cases ot dis-
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cipline are inf'requent• 
Among the achievements of the students we might note 
that a student from :Boley uon seconi place in a Neg-ro state ore.-
torical contest held at Oklahoma City in the spring of 1929. A 
girl from :Boley won first prize in dressmaking at tbe National 
Negro Farmers' Conference held at Tuskegee in 1928• Records show 
that she is the third young lady from :Soley to win this dhtinc• 
tion. One ~ the Boley graduates of the class of 1929 made the .. 
highest average in grades in the quarterly examinations at Wiley 
.College in the fall of 1929• 
In the field or athletics the "Boley Bears" are known 
throughout the south, because of their all-victorious teams, es-
pecially in basketball. ·They took tm state championship for 
colored high schools in 1923-24 in football. In basket-ball they 
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have twice won the state chelilpionship cup f'or boys. In the year 
192&-27 they -won that honor, at the state tournament held at Lang-
ston, and in 1928-29 at the tournament: held a.t Boley, t my were 
a.gain victorioa.s. 
Enthusiasm for- education seems t;o be as great there as 
among negroes in other parts oft~ country and perhaps more in-
tense. Out of a. total of fifteen high school graduates or· the year 
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1928, one died and eleven of the remaining fourteen went to college. 
Their intra-mural activities consist of class plays, inter-
class debates and inter-class t,rack meets. 
The superintendent is a young, wide-a.wake man. He has 
plans for tu.tU.re development which.if ·carried out will be mw:h to the 
_edventege not only Of ::Bol.ey lnt also of the entire state. He seeks 
. to. bring· about a. consolida.t ion of t m ·grade schools located within 
a. radiua; of six miles of Boley. At present, there ere seven such 
schools, each having' four or five teachers. It is ti. plan of the 
administrator to reduce the number. or· schools' within the area to 
four, by consolidating some of thlm. If this is done larger and 
better equipped buildings rre,y tmn be had. Inasmuch as tba teaching 
force wou~d be reduced the educational cost would be diminished. 
C.Jl~E. Junior College. 
Th~ 1 ·~~tennial :Methodist JUnior College is one mile north 
of Boley on the highway which leads to Bristow. The Institution 
was· incorporated on Augu.st; 26, 1927 under its present name, but un-
til that date bore the name of' "The Oklahoma Normal and Industrial 
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Institute". The Institute was founded in 1906. It was ere-
a.ted by the c.M.E. General Conference in May- Of that year, which 
was held in Memphis, Tenn. In carrying out the cmlars or the con-
ferenoe, a meeting was held on J"uly 19 at Lane Chapel in Boley of 
the Infiian Territory. . At this meeting provisi. on was made for 
purchasing land on which to erect the buildings. As a result four 
a.c~es of' lend were· purchased upon vhich a payment or one hundred 
dollars was made. The Qf ficials named the school "The Indian Mis-
sion High School". Later it was oha~ed ~o "Oklahoma Normal and 
Industrial Institute". Courses in industrial arts end normal 
training were added• 
The school has during its history had six presidents. 
Fran 1906 unti 1 1911 classes were held in the Lane Chapel :Metho-
dist Church at a. cost or fifty dollars a term. The first build• 
ing was erected at a cos,t of $3,000 in 1911. At present, the In-
stitution owns five acres of land valued at $5,000; one brick three-
story bUflding valued at $25,000; a. two-story frame building worth 
$8,000; am a cottage, used as tm president's home, valued at 
The aim of' tm· fOUDders of the Institution was "To meke it 
possible for every colored boy and girl in the state of' Oklahoma 
to get a liberal education with a Christian training at the minimum 
expense". TI;te motive which prompted its creation was to provide· for 
the negro yon.th who were living in districts in which there were no 
high schools for colored. At the time of its creation there were 
only five high schools for colored in the state. As a result, 
many of»the youth were canpelled to terminate their educational 
careers upon finishing the elementary school. The Institution 
at present does not restrict its attendame to residents ot Okla-
homa. 
There were only two on the faeult7,, when the school 
opened. TOd81 it has a faculty ar fourteen. The enrollment on 
the opening date, Sept. 10, 1906, was five_: a~ pr~sent (1929) it 
is ninety-five• The student bcdy includes representatives of the 
states ~ !J!exas, 1H.ssiss1pp1• Louisiane., Florida, Arkansas, the 
majority, however, being residents or Oklahoma. 
The college obtains its revenue from the follaving soa.r-
ces: the Methodist Episcopal Church - southern jurisdiction; the 
general conf'erenee :rim.d,; collected during the conference; the edu-
cational fund, a compulsory assessment made upon all M.E9 Churches; 
donations; and tuition. The largest amount canes from the education-
al fnnd. 
The course of study ranges from first grade to ho years 
junior college, covering the fields of' mathematics, English• his-
tory, science, romance and foreign languages, education, public 
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speaking, egricultur·e, industrial _arts, manual training axxl music. 
The president plans f'or the inmedia te future, the erec-
tion ot two more buildings, a more fully equipped scieme laboratory, 
extension of library facilities, end the acquisition of ad.di tional 
equipment. 
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The sehool term is of nine months' duration, just as 
in the case o~ the :Public schools~ 
State School. 
One of the most impressive and perhaps one of the bes1; 
equipped institutions in the st_ate or Oklahoma is situated on the 
outsjirts of Bolay. ~is is the State Training School f cr Boys, 
covering an area of" 250 acres. It is located about one and one-
half miles to the southeast of town. The state provides this 
school tor delinquent anl incorrigible negro boys between the ages 
of' ten and sixteen, for which 1 t makes an.e.nnue.1 appropriation, 
which last year was the sum or $82,000. The average expenses for 
the school per year sre $81,560. 
The sn.perintendent is widely known among both whites and 
blacks of' the south as an influential citizen, an astute politician, 
and an able administrator. Through fourteen years of service in 
his present position and as tm f 1rst and only one to hold the of"-
fice he baa shown that his ability exterils beyond the limited field 
ot politics. The holder of an A.:s. and LL.B. from an eastern uni-
versity and a man of vision, he is well prepared for the responsi-
bilities of his Office. He has selected as his co,rps of' assistants 
sane ot the most capable ot the race. Two ot tm teachers are 
graduates of the University of Kansas. ho from Howard University, 
one from Wilberforce University, and one from Hampton Instit,ute. 
The school opened with three boys in 1915. Today it has 
one hundred ten. The o:f'fenses for which confinement to the in-
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stitution is made are stealing, insubordination to parents, evad-
ing the compulsory school law, and other forms or juvenile delin-
quenc:r. Many of' the boys have been sent there by parents who felt 
thB.t they were unable to(j)!oper~ontrol th~. 
It is the desire Of officials to refer to it as the "State 
Training School" rather than as tb:t "Reform School" for the psy-
chologi.oal effect upon the pu.blic am u:pon too boys. The merit 
system is used, the child being released upon obtaining e. certain. 
number of merits. Demerits are given for· improper conduct. n~ 
ports or the secretary show that those who are released usually make 
good. There ha.ve been only three second timers since the institu-
t ion opened. 
The prescribed Okla.ho~ High School training is offered. 
Especial ·emphasis is placed on vocational art and agricultural train-
ing. The boys are given practical training in agricultural pur-
au.its, in cultivating two hundred a.ores of land, tm products o:t 
which are consumed on the grounls. The school owns and opera.tea its 
own light ani water plants. 
Such sn institution, doubtless is an asset not only to the 
state, but to the race as a whole in that it: reshapes tm lives of' 
many youths who for various reasons have started on the road to crime, 
immorality, am degrade.tion. Upon visiting tm State Training School 
one cannot help bllt notice the unusual cleanliness of both the build-
in.gs and the pupils. We are told thit all a.re inspected every morn-.-
ing a.Ill the penalty for signs of uncleanliness and fer lack of neat-
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ness in dress is a retu.sal to f'eed the of'f'emer until he is able 
to pass inspection. These as well as. ell rules md regulations of 
the institution are enforced without hesitation or compunction. 
State· authorities look with pride end f'e.vor upon the 
school. The superintend.en t, being an active politician as well as 
8J!JI. ~ble administrator, has gained tle confidence of' many of'ficiala. 
According to the report o:r Mabel :Bassett, state eanmissioner of 
charities and religious services·, this institution ia one of' the 
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most ef'f'icient in the state. 
Work of Home Agent and Fann Agent. 
The service rendered by the County Farm .Agent and the 
Home Demonstration Agent is of' grea.t importance as a matter ot prac-
ticel education. These agents~ a ma.n and a woman, work i1i co-opera-
tion with tb:t city schools through Four•H Club ar-ganizat:ions. Al-
though their work is county wide~ their central o:f.!'ices are in :Boley. 
The Home Demonstration Agent is a product of' a Kansas in-
stitution, having attended the K.s.T.o. of' Emporia. Tht county Farm 
Agent, al though most of' his training was received at Langston Uni-
cersi ty, has also attended the K.S •• "-C• at Manhattan. 
There are nine colored county egent s and four colored Home 
Demonstration Agents in Oklahoma• Okfuskee Count7 has two white 
eount7 and Home Demonstration Agents am t?.O colored. The salaries 
are provided for by the u.s. Dept. of .Agriculture in co-operation 
with the Oklahoma. A. & L College• 




ards: of living among. the rural population. 
The demonstration agent performs her work principally 
through organizations of young people• There are thirty junior and 
twelve adult organizations in the counv. 
The Juniors are reached through the schools, sons of their 
work being done in the buildings after school hours. The edul ts hold 
meetings a~ various residences am in some cases at t~ school build-
ings also. Most of the work with adults consists or lecturing and 
demonstrating. The young people are given projects 1x> work out. . . ' 
· Those in. the fields of foods and nutrition, clothing,home improvement, 
and poultry are consMered major proJeets, while those in gardening, 
home dairy, health and sen1ta tion are the minor projects• 
:Meetings are held in each of the fourteen club centers thr-
oughout the county at least ome a month. T.be bu.siness of each meet• 
ing is handled by three grOU:f>S• the business group, the demonstration 
group, and the recreation group. After the groups have finished the 
business of the meeting, tm demonstre. tion agent takes charge and pro-
ceeds to make corrections, demonstrations, am suggestions upon the 
The prodoots are placed on exhibition at county and state 
f'airs and in the larger towns at communit7 fairs. County fairs a.re 
held separately, e.s to races. Boley is tm only place in Oklahana 
at which a Negro County Fair has ever been held• 
Some idea as to the nature and amcnnt of work accomplish-
ed ma7 be formed from considering the. Report of the· Home Agent for 
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1929• 
"The splendid co-operation of the State Director of Ex-
,_ -
tension Work end all other state and District officials has made 
it possible for us to do more efficient work in office and field. 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -· - - - - - - - In arranging lD1' pro-
gram I tried to divide my time between office and field work in 
such a way as to get the best results. I spent. ninety-eight days 
in office, while there received 1,232 telephone calls; 1171 per-
sonal calls from those seekirg information; wrote nine news a.rtie-
les f'or the press; 578 letters to individuals and firms; ten cir-
cular letters to clubs, circulatillg 33'9 copies; and distributed 
1,001 bulletins among a membership of l,166. 
The remaining 196 deys were spem in field. The field 
work consisted of'186.Extension meetings, with 5,807 i~ attend-
an.ca; 266 demonstrations,; 8 local Leaders Training schools with 
an attendance of 1,025; 60 judging schools in poultry and canning, 
with an attendance of 569; trained 120 demonstration teams; su-
perintended the County Fair at which there were 1, 750, entries made; 
assisted with 4 H-Glub activities a~ State Fair; accompanied 4 H-
Club Delegation to Tuskegee. In performing my field work, I trav-
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elled S,3q4 miles and visite~ 575 homes." This is the Home 
Agent's sixth year of' service. 
The work of th9 County Farm .Agent ·iS' supplementary to 
that of the Home Agent. He deals with the men and young men, where-
a.a the Home Agent directs her efforts towards training the female 
port ion o:r the rural popula. ti on. . In s:>me rie lds so.ch as that of 
poult17, there is an overlapping of work. 
The Farm Agent, however, concerns· himself' chiefly with 
live stock, poultry, crops a.nd soil, and farm engineering. In the 
fields of live stock and poultry he is concerned with production, 
care and managen:ant, sanitation, disease prevention, and market-. . . 
ing. In the fields o:r crops, soils and. ta.rm engineering, he deals 
with such problems as diversified farming; maximum production· at 
minimum coat;· use of e ertif'ied seed and gra. in in p la.nt ing; manip-
ula tion and care Of machinery, labor-saving devices; and all other 
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principles concerned with scientific farm administration. 
The minor fields in which he des. ls sre: home ownership 
am care of farm houses, and rodent and pest control. 
He also operates through 4 H-Clubs in somewhat the same 
manner that his co•worker does, the principal dlfferenee being 
that he makes :rrequent visits to farm houses for purposes or demon-
stra.tion, correction, and suggestion, and, of course his work d.eala 
with. men. This is the Farm Agent's fourth year of service. 
That the work of' these o:ff'iaials has not been in vain, 
is shown by the prizes whieh· have been won by tneir· pupils. Dur-
ing the past five years; twenty prizes have been won in clothing, 
canning, and home improvement, twelve of' which were won in 1929 at 
the ·state Fair held at Oklahoma City. The follooing were won by 
persons from Bole7 - two first prizes in Home Improvement i.e. 
Interior Decoration; one second prize in Clothing; one second prize 
-in Canning; and two third prize a in Canning. At t ha regional con-
fereme or southern states, consisting of' representatives from 
Oklahoma, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabeme., Arkensas, Georgia., end 
Tennessee, which was held at Tuskegee, Ala. in 1929, a yollllg lady 
. The work of these agents in co-operation with that ot 
the public, denominational, am. oorrectione.l insti·tutions, con-




The economic am industrial aspects or the town a.re 
neither so complex nor so impressive. There are in all seventy-
two plac~s of' business imltding all .kinds of stores, work-ehops, 
recreation halls, etc. The most irogressive of these is, of' 
course, the one and only Boley .Bank, which has been referred to 
before. This in_!Jtitution· is- omed by tb:l ]>res~nt M8\for. It has 
a capital or $10,000, employs t\\O tellers and t1V0 . clerks. The 
latest systems of' bookkeeping are employed am tm most .modern 
equipment used. The building is kept with tm best of ca.re and 
the motto "Service With a Smile" is apparently abided by, in spite 
of' the tact that it is the only bank in tORD.~ 
Among those showing umtm.al signs of progress we might 
mention Hazel Brothers .Market, a well-equipped department; store 
dealing ~th general merchandise. A modern f'r~gid-air system has 
been recently installed. This store employs six clerks, four of' 
whom are women, one cashier, one manager, and t.:> delivery boys. 
The goods and foodstuffs handled are apparently of' good qualit7 
and ere sold at. prices which approach those maintail'lBd by chain 
stores. This store has considerable local competition since there 
are six o·r seven grocery stores., end five or six clothing stores 
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within two to four blocks or it. 
Althou.gh there are three otbar tailor shops in Boley, 
the one which is owned and operated by a charming young lady, a· 
graduate of Tuskegee Institute, ani a woman of good business qual-
ities, is the most successful of the four~ 
Most of the business enterprises in the cormnunity do 
not seem to be enjoying average iroaperi ty, .but seem to be strug-
gling for mere existence. The complaint advanced by many business 
men at meetings of ·the City's Business League is that the chain 
stores in the surrounding towns and cities, together wtth modern 
means of transportation just as in other parts of the United States 
create such a competition that it is almost .impossible for them to 
attract and hold local trade. On the other hand, . citizens complain 
that most of the stores handle an inferior quality of goods and 
that the prices are unreasonable. As .to the validity of either con-
tention, it is not our des ire to speak. One thing is certain, how-
ev~r, arid that is unless the busim·sa men of the city devise sane 
plan by means of which the competition of chain stores in surround-
ing towns might be offset, many will be forced to discontinue bllsi-
ness and only such stores as those competing with chain store prices 
and handling goods which· meet the popular deme.nd wi 11 rernain in 
bu.sineas. The bu.siness league or the city realizes this and are 
formulating plans to that effect at present. 
Industrial. 
The industrial activities of tl:e city consist of ginning 
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of cotton. 'l'here ·are three gins in Boley owned and operated by 
local citizens. The by-products· of the raw material are not 
utilized, because of insufrlcient mechanic-al equipment. They 
are sold to other plants in the vicinity. 
According to the mmager of one of the gins, a few white 
farmers patronize ·these plants. Failures and shortages in cotton 
crops in recent years has, according to reports-, ma.de it diff'icul t 
to .operate these indu_stries profitably. There is no evidence that 
negro farmers within five miles· of Boley take their cotton to any 
gins other than those of this comnuni ty. When there is a good 
cotton. crop these plants anploy about fifteen men each, whereas now 
they have a. total of only 27 anployees. These three plants have 
been.' in operation six, nine, and fifteen years respectively. There 
·is no evidence of eny strikes~ lock-outs, or any serious conflicts 
havin_g 'ocot.lrred between the employers and employees. 
!gricul tura.l. 
As has been stated, :Boley is an agricultural community. 
The chief agricultural products. are corn end cotton. Hogs, cattle, 
and poultry are among the leading farm products. The average farm 
covers seventy-five or eighty acres, although msny are smeller and 
quite a number have an acreage of as high as two hundred. More than 
three-fourths of the farms within a radius of ten miles of the city 
limits are owned by negroes. This part of' the comty is referred 
to as the tt:Black Belt"• several :f'srms are owned by whites and 
rented to negroes. Few are owned and operated by whites. Many 
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colored tenant farmers occupy land O\med by members of' their own 
race. No cases were found in which a white tenant farmer is occupy-
ing land owned by a negro. 
Much qf the produce of the farms are consumed by the un-
tJSually large families of the f'a:nners - fsnilies of five to twelve 
children or more. The surplus corn, wheat, oats, etc. are taken to 
nearby cities other thtn Boley and sold '3ither for cash or for fin-
ished products such as meal,. flou.r, etc. There are no mills in 
:Boley, hence such grains cannot be disposed of there. However, near-
ly all of the cotton raised within five miles of Boley is taken to 
the gins o:f' that town, and much that is grown at a greater distance 
is also taken there. 
Public Utilities. 
With regard to public utilities and the manner in which 
they are operated, the city is entirely dependent. The telephone 
compal'l,Y' is owned and op era ted by a pr iva. te e nterprise. The supply 
of water, light, etc. is obtained from a company in the nearest 
city. The mor a progressive element of the t 011n expect to make it 
more independent with regard to such utilities in the near future. 
They plan to install a municipal light and gas plant. 
The station agent has been employed as such for about 
fifteen years. His pre.decessor was a vb.ite man, who lived near 
Boley. Needless to say, this job requires a certain amount of lit-
erary training. His duties. oonsist, Of. course, in posting train 
bulletins, sending and receiving telegrams, giving information to 
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travelers, selling tickets, etc. The station is similar in all 
respects, to those in· the suir·ounding tows. Even though very few 
whites pass through it, there is· a separate waiting room for 
them. The post office employs a force of three in charge or a 
postmistress. The general deli very and box system is used. The 
off'icial in charge :reports that her work in the community gives 
her much pleasure. There is no evidence or any conflicts having 
occurred between her and the patrons. We also lee.rn from her 
that Boley residents do not shif't aoout frequently, but tend to 
oeeupy the same residences over long periods of time. l.~ have 
lived on the same residential site for ten or fifteen years. The 
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United States Official Postal Guide reports that station - nemely, 
station nwnber 62337 as being a qualified station, with inter"."" 
na.tional money ·order offices and postal saviz:gs depositories. 
There is little tendency for expansion with regard to 
recent public construction. For the past three years no addition-
al municipal buildings have been constructed. There have been 
within the past three years three churches and one school building 
erected. The Masonic temple, a spacious three story structure of' 
polished brick end limestone is used as a city hall. 
The executive and legislative offices are located in th.is 
building on the second floor. The judicial office is in the Paxton 
building. 
Most of the public buildings have been constructed under 
the direction of v.lh.ite contractors using negro help, most of which 
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was local. Several private bu.ildings such as the bank building, 
the Myers' Hotel, and the Tllrner building were desigzsd and con.-
structed by colored contractors from Okla.home. City. 
Boley, of c oo.rse, being a small oomnun~~Yj :. . · · h. as very 
little public construction. The largest building is the Masonic 
Tanple, which was . construe ted in 192.4 ltt a cos·t of $4-0,000. It 
bears that name because those who contributed most to its construc-





The religious f'ramework of the comnunity is quite ex-
tensive. Nine denominations claim a hold on the population. The 
total church membership is 1,454, divided among: First and Sec-
ond Baptists; Af'r:i.ean :Mathai ist Episcopal; Method!~ Episcopal; . 
Centennial Methodist Epiac~pal; Christian; Catholic; sanctified; 
and Holy Jumper. The Baptists hmre a membership of 305·; the three 
Methodist sects 408; the Catholics 197; and the remaining 144 are 
distributed among Christian, Sanctified and Holy Jumper denomin-
ations. The Sanctified church has the lowest msnbership. The 
Baptists a.re the oldest sects in the town, whereas the Holy Jumper 
sect is the youngest. 
The ministers report an. average a ttendsnce of about two-
thirds of the total membership. '11he young people, as a whole, show 
an unusual interest in church• The B. Y.P.U. bas an average attend-
enc~ of 95 to 100 every Sunday. The Ohristien Endeavor Society of 
one Methodist church has an average attendance of 70 or 75. i.J.1he 
compensation of the ministers is in the form of cash, the average 
salary being forty dollars a·month. Man1 of the ministers do other 
work in addition to preaching. several are financielly indepen-
dent am hence can afford to accept an inconsiderable salary. No 
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oases ere f'ound in which the preacher gr.ants his services grat-
uitously. All of the ministers of the conrnunity have been proper-
ly ordained. Two of them have had college training. Four of' them 
have the degree D.D. 
Public Welfare Work. 
The public welfare "° rk of the conmunity is carried on 
chiefly by churches, lodges, end private workers. The Orphan's 
Home, with an enrollment of ·ten, six boys and fotir girls, is main-
tained by the United Brothers of' Friendship and Sisters of the 
Mysterious Ten Lodges. The orphans a.re .sent to the public schools 
end· are hired out to work after school hours and on Saturdays on 
the small farm adjoining the home. The iroducts of this farm are 
used to help support the institution. 
There is no County Home f'or Negro es in the county. The 
churches and lodges take care or adult dependents am those who are 
made depel'Jdent by temporary misf'ortunes. The wife of' the present 
Mqor end several others of the leadil\g woman of' the city exert 
their efforts towards ehar·itable service. These ledie s during 
Christmas week distributed baskets or· provisions to those who turn• 
ed their names in at various churches as being in dire need or. such 
philanthropy. Only five su.ch cases existed. 
The state provides an institution at Taft for deaf, dumb, 
and blind negroes. There a.re no beggars, blind, crippled, or other-
wi ~e, soliciting on the streets of this city. 
Recreation. 
. The reoreationa.l phase of life in Boley is enriched by 
a. small theatre with a seating care:city of' alx>ut. 500; a dance hall 
large enough to acoommodate about 75 couples; snd several clubs 
formed for purposes Of recreation. 
The theatre is open two and sometimes three nights in 
the week; Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday. The admission is ten 
and twenty-five cents. The types c£ shows brought to t;his theatre 
ere on the whole good. .Among some or the best which have been 
screened there are ''The King of Kings"• ''The Phantom of' The Opera", 
and "The Man Who Laughs". Other serial plays and pictures o:r minor 
importance are shown. According to the owner, the shows are well 
attended on Saturdeys, but, during the week~ the attendance is quite 
small. A colored union operat.or is employed. The owner plans to 
install talking picture equipment in the near future. When that is 
done the admission wi 11 be raised. When asked whether he thought 
this would be a profitable undertaking he replied that by running 
only one night ea.ch week he could- make the installe.t ion a profit-
able venture. 
The dance hall is used on the average of twice a month. 
Most or" the dances are publi e, an ad.mission pr ice at fif'ty cents 
being charged. The hall may be rented fer private parties for 
twenty dolls.rs per night. 
There are no or~ized playgrounds far the children ex-
cept those on the school grounds. Vac:ant lots about the city ere 
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made use:f'u.l for this purpose. The Boy Scouts~ Girl Reserves, 
Four-R Clubs, and Junior .American Legion afford oixtlets tor the 
play impulses of the youth. The Yoimg Men's .social and Liter-
ary Club and the Women's Art and Reading Club are intent upon 
developing tm literary ell.d .·~tist.i~ .t,asj;e, of ·tm. C.<'.JDDlunit7. 
-~ 
Clf APTER VII 
POLITICAL DEVELOPMENT .AND PARTY STRIFE. 
In the preceding chapters an attempt has been made to 
present a picture or this conmuni ty from historioel, government-
al, economic, educational e.nd social points of view. In this 
chapter, the purpose is to describe the political activities of 
the conmunity. It is hoped that .upon reading this chapter one 
will become aware Of the political struggle thtt has been engaged 
in and to a certain extent is still being carried on by the ci ti-
iens or :Boley with certain county election Officials, who sought 
to disfranchise them. No attempt will be made to offer a panacea 
for the politic al aliments discussed since the writer considers 
them a matter Of evolution which Father Time a.ione can solve. 
Partisan. Attitudes. 
Inasmuch as a man's attitudes Bn:1 feelings are the chief' 
determinants or his behavior, it is perhaps necessary that we give 
a resume ot the prevailing political attitudes .found in Boley and, 
doubtless, in ma.I\V' other conmunitiea. 
Contrary to what might generally be believed, an analysis 
of the voters of this conmunity discloses that tbe political re-
actions of the Negro are by no means unified. Manifest at ions of 
well defined political cleavage are not difricult to discover. CUp-
on Analyzing these divisions one finds at least three ·rairly dis-
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tinct types of voters in Boley and it is likely that these types 
may be found in aey commun.1 ty of Negroes. 
First, there are those who, in the words of one in-
structor, "get behind the party banners and yell 'me too'"• Th~se 
are the "dyed-in-the-wool" .Jlepublieans. They st 111 are influenced . 
by the ghost of the imnortal Lincoln and soma consider it almost 
a crime for a Negro to strq from the folds of the Republican party. 
Not a.11 colored republicans cling to this extreme point of view. 
Many of" them cast the Republican ballot because they have assumed 
an attitude of indifference and are induced by friends to take such 
action. 
Secondly, there are those who hal38 developed an attitude 
of extreme allegiance to the Democratic party. They have insisted 
upon being allowed to vote in Democratic primaries. As an example 
or this attitude might be cited the case Of Nixon v. Herndon refer-
red to in ·the introduction. In this case, a Negro broUgh.t suit 
against a Democratic primary '.'1.a'Yl vhich ueprived colored citizens 
of the privilege of voting in primaries. The case was decided in 
favor of' the defendant in the Texas court, btlt the United stated 
Supreme Court held that t:pe :Z:a.w in question was unconstitutional. 
It is· expected that this decision will lead to the nullification of 
all similar rules in other states. 
This attitude Of antipathy for the Republican party and 
sympathy f'or the Democrat ie party seems to be the result of two 
principal causes. It is alleged that Negroes should vote the Demo-
ere.tic ticket because tbey have not been·treated fair ]y iJ?. the 
other party. Many citizens or Boley state that nearly all or the 
Negro Republican committeemen have been removed from office. The 
Republican meetings, according to reports, a.re held in white 
hotels, at which ple.ces negroes cm.not attend. In these ways the 
colored ... ftepu.blican is ostraei sed a.rd treated as a stepchild of the 
perty. In the words or one or Boley' s leading Democrats "The Ne-
groes are getting tired ·or being led by the nose on llllfulfilled 
and insincere promises. They are becoming cognizant that 'there 
is no Santa Claus• am are striving to vote for those :frOm whom 
they can demand favors and fer those who are most able to· fulfill 
such demands." He cites as the basis or this attit.'\Jie a statement 
made by President McKinley to a conmittee of Negro citizens from a 
town in South Carolina, who were protesting ~inst the murder of 
a Negro postmaster am his wife. Tm murder, perpetrated by in-
censed whites, he.d taken place in their community as an act of dis-
approval towards the appointment of a Negro postmaster. The Presi-
dent• s advice was "The best thing for you people to do is to go 
back home and make friends; with the people anong whan you live, be 
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they Democrats or Republicans"• 
There is a third type of voter in :Soley - the independent 
voter• They are few in number and do not seem to assn.me as scti ve 
a position as voters or the other VI>es. They vote f"or the man on 
the basis of his ability ra.tb:lr t~n his party. The present city 
officials were elected on an independent ticket. The present Mayor 
assumes such an attitude towards city politics, but is a. Republican 
in national and county politics. He states that it has bean his de-
sire to have non-partisan e ity elections. He also declares that in 
case be should consider the qualities or· a county, state, or na-
tional Democratic candidate superior to those of' a Republican, Jle 
would vote the Democratic 'ticket in spite or ·his past aff'ilia.tions. 
As one Of the chief exponents. of this attituie he remrks that 
"Negroes here (referring to those who believe as he does} feel that 
Negroes should split their vote in order to be in touch with any 
major party that might be elected"• In analyzing the attitude or 
. . 
the Independents, it might be said that sons believe in voting for 
the man who is best qa.alified for the of.f'iee; others, for the men 
whom they think will do them the most g-ocXi. 1 rege:rdless or party, and . . 
perhaps,_ regardless of q118lifications. 
Disfranchisement. 
The problem or Negro disfranchisement in the southern 
states is . one or the most widely known as well as one of the most im.-
port~ factors in the .American political world. Oklahoma as a state 
has contributed her share to such malpractice. This, the youngest 
state in the Union, inserted into her constitution a ~endfa.ther 
clause, by means or whic~ it deprived its colored citizenry of' the 
privilege of voting until 1915 when t~ provision was declared un-
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constitutional.. Inasmuch as regi stre. tion twenty days before el-
action dey wa.s pre-requisite to voting, the process or registration 
was used as a means or disfranchisement. Registration is not com-
pulsor.r in Boley in order to vote in municipal elections-. 
The :problem of disfranchisement pres~t s itself" in a. unique 
mamier in a. comm'Unity sll)h as :Boley. Those who seek to deprive the 
Negroes of' their votes have no control whatever over city elections 
in Boley. In mixed cities where disfranchisement tactics are prac-
ticed the Negro voters are incapacitated not only in general elections, 
bu.t also in municipal elections. ~s situation is typical of the 
south. As a voter in an independent community, su.dl. as Boley, thl 
colored citizen confronts no opposition or trickery in casting his 
ballot in city elections, bu.t this study reveals ths,t when it comes to 
voting in general elections he is confronted by the usual diff"iculty. 
By far the largest number of the voters of Boley are Re-
publican. The women voters are divided, the majority or them being 
aligned with the Republicans. lfOst or the precincts surrounding 
Boley are Democratic, some of them by only a few votes_,b.ut some, such 
· as Creek No. l sn.d Creek No. 2 are usually overwhelmingly Republican. 
It is reported that th8 Democrat;ic leaders tear that if the full vote 
of Boley should be cast it would be sufficient to carry the election 
in favor of the Republicans. Since this has mver been done it is im-
possible to say what the result wc:W.d be because one can.not pr·edict 
the political reactions that would be made in general elections by 
the tnousand or more quelified voters of that canmunit7. It is like-
ly, however, that most or tbe· vo tea would be Rep,ublican • 
. According to the records of the county election board, the 
largest vote ever polled in a general ( 1 •. e. not municipal) election 
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in Boley was in 1926 1 when 490 ballots were cast, of which 433 were 
:Republican. From 1916 to 1926, tm .average vote or Boley in gen-
eral elections was about 96. This vote was Democratic until 1924, 
when no doubt as a result of the Davis case (to be discussed later), 
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it became overwhelmingly Republic$1e Contrast this average of 
96 in generel elections with that of 900 in mu.nicipal elections. 
How is it possible that the vote or this, city in general elections 
is barely 10% of its vote in municipal elections? Nowhere is the 
problem of' ·disfranchisement mat'e clearly shown than in this city, 
where the voting strengt~ in municipal elect ions, over which· county 
officials have no control, is ten times greater than that in general 
elections which are under control or the county election officials. 
In the face or these figures one is forced to inquire "What methods 
have been employed by tmse officials to reduce tm average vote ot 
Boley in city electi.ons Qf' more than 900 votes, to the· small and sub-
normal vote or 96 in general elections?" 
Of' course, tbe grandfather clause or the Constitution ot 
Oklahoma. deprived most lfegroes of" the ~tate of the privilege of" vot-
ing in general electi ons: and also, in o ase of mixed cities, in city 
elections as well. The citizens ·ot Boley were fortunate in that 
they were unhampered in voting in municipal elections bu.t they were 
by no means exempt f'rom tlle discriminating effects or this und.emo-
crat ic clause. Before 1916 Boley was a part of' the Pe.den Precinct. 
The registration polls were placed at Paden City, six miles from 
Boley. Very tew Boley citizens registered, because o:f the distance 
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to the polls and also becan.se o:r the antagonistic spirit with 
which they would be received at tm polls. The election judges 
were partial in their spplication of reading and writing tests. 
Two cases might be cited in which su.ch partial~ty was shown. 
Barnett, a former merchs.nt of Boley, who wrote an unusually good 
hand, due to practice a.nl training, attempted to reg! ster at 
Paden in 1910. The rrudge told him that he could not- read his 
. . 
writing. Barnett retorted, "Vlell, I'm not responsible for your 
damned ignorance" and immediately left the polls• Another, the 
Rev. Mr• Foster, who had r·un for J\l.stice ct the Peace for Boley 
an:l who, according to reports:, was a man of no meeger intelligence, 
was denied the privilege Of voting in 1912 o~ the groun:ls that his 
writing was not legible am that he could not read the Constitution 
well enough. 
One might. think that after thl nullific·ation of this 
clause Negores would be unhampered in exercising the privilege of 
suffrage, but: such was not the ease •. Al though the citizens ot 
Boley were not interfered with in voting in city elections, they 
were disfranchised for general elections by other methods, which 
were put into practice immediately after the ennulment of' the grand-
father provision. These methods eonsisted or: actual intimidation 
ot Negroes attempting to register, agreement on the part of' elec-
tion officials to register as tew Negroes as :p,ossible, and gerey-
mander of the districts. 
The device of. frightening the colored citizens out of' 
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their votes, proved to a certain extent effective bees.use there 
were very few who would oare to risk 1freir lives in order to get 
an opportunity to vote. Nevertheless, it was the courage of those 
f'ew which caused officials· to seek oth3 r means to accomplish their 
ends. 
The struggle for the ba.llot on the part or the citizens 
of this community is a unique one inasmuch as there is evidence 
that a. few Negro democrats were used by county off"iciels- to mini-
mize the Negro Republican vote. Several citizens testify that 
they lived in Boley for perial.s ranging 'from five to sixteen years 
and. were unable to vote. Until 1916 the grandfather e lause of the 
Oklahoma. Constitution was used to disfranchise Negro voters. This 
clause was declared void by tm .United States supreme Court in the 
ease of Guinn v. u.s. cited earlier. After this was done, evidence 
seems to indicate that attempts were made to disfranchise the 
colored population by preventing them from registering. Unt;l 1924 
this device was used quite successfully. At that time t.he u. s. Court 
of Appeals in the Davis case issued a writ. or mandarmts compelling 
elect ion Off'icia.l s to register certain Boley citizens BS well as 
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others who might desire to register in that city. In order to 
get a more complete understanding of' the ca.se it is perhaps neces-
sary to consider the conditions which led up to it. 
There is evideme that it was exceedingly diff_'icul t for 
Negroes, especia+ly Republicans, to regi star inasmuc~ BS certain 
Negro Democrats were appointed as registers on the condition that 
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they register as few Republican members of' their race as possible. 
It is said by munerous .citizens tha't!,. these registrars when appoint-
ed would evade those seeking to register by leaving the city for a. 
certain period., by failing to publish notices of their appointment 
and in some cases by openly refusing to register citizens. The 
Negro Republicans decided in 1924 t~ co-operate in· order to resist 
these unfair and illegal tactics. Accordingly, in May or that yeer . 
a Republican club was organized, am a commit tee was immediately ap-
pointed to confer with tha county registrer with re~ard to register-
ing citizens of :Soley. According to tm committee, upon visiting the 
registrar they were told that: it was not in tha interests of the 
· Democratic party to register any Negroes in :Boley. The of'f"icial f'ur-
ther declared that if the cit bens of :Boley ever s"ucceeded in regis-
tering, he would leave the county. A man.bar of the committee retort-
ed "You may as well get ready to leave because we're going to regis-
tertt. Finally, ~ter a prolonged and heated discussion, the regis-
trar promi sad that befcr e midnight t he would appoint a certain man 
as precinct registrar, whose name he.d been suggested by the committee. 
It is reported that he failed to keep his promise and so far as the 
citizens of :Soley were able to find ou.t, no one was appointed. 
Realizing that election day was f"ast approaching am that 
there. was no time to lose, the officials of the Repu.blican perty of 
:Boley proceeded more rapidly with 'their plans. The president of the 
organization went to Mu.skogee at once, to seek legal counsel. After 
interviewing the United st ate~ District Attorney :tor the Eastern 
District, he sought the professional services of a judge named 
Kennamer. Upon the advice of this lawyer, he returned to Boley 
and secured 550 duly sworn am sigm d af.ridavit ;:s~ from citizens 
who had tried to ~egister,. bu.t were prevented from dotbng so on 
account Of their color. A temporary injunction was granted pro-
hibiting officials from barring Negrc:a a from the Polls. MBn-
dama.s proceedings were brought against the county election of-
ficials to compel them to register Negro voters, especially those 
whose names were on the affidavits. Decision in th9 lower court 
was for the plaintiffs. The defendants, the county election offic~ 
ials, thereupon appealed the case to the u.s. Circuit Court of 
Appeals where the decision of the lower court was affirmed. 
T~e effect of"' this case was to guarantee. to Negroes ot 
Boley, an effective means or registerill5• The result of' this legal 
triumph became immediately noticeable. In the following general 
election (1926) about 450 Republicans of Boley cast ballots and 
ab.out 50 Democrats, whereas in the election or 1922, there were only 
25 Republican and 95 Demoerat.ic votes oost. 
Facts sh.ow that af'ter thia important ease was won, which 
put a stop to one method or disfranchising citizens of Ealey, another 
device was attempted• In 1928, another precinct was created by cut.:. 
ting off the northern part or the Boley precinct and placing it, to-
gether with portions of three at mr precincts, in a. new and separate 
division• The precincts surrounding Boley ere Democratic. 13oley is 
nearly three to one Republican. In order for those who bad hitherto. 
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been voting in the Boley precinct to be eligible to vot·e, it was 
necessary that they should be registered in the new district. Ap-
parently the former Boley voters, as well as otbar Negroes, again 
had difficulty in getting registered. As a result, another case 
was brought up, that of R. F. Rogers vs. Tom. Hill et al. Rogers 
was precinct chairman or Creek precinct No. 1, for tm Republican 
party. Hill was the county registrar. This case is still pending 
( 1929), a temporary injunction. having ·been is su.ed compelling county 
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officials to register Negroes until the. final decision is made. 
As a result or this case federal authorities were sent to 
investigate the situation. At present (1929) six men are under 
federal indictment and are out on bonds of $3,000 each charged with 
such illegal practices as untairl7 changing precinct lines and re-
fusing to register Negro voters in Okfuskee County. Their trial is 
scheduled for the spring or 1930. 
According to the president of the Boley Republican Club 
and the pr ineipal plaintiff in the first ease (1924) as well as one 
of the plaintiffs in the second case (1926) the total expenditure 
for fighting these cases was $3,500. The money was donated by Ne-
groes throughout the county. 
City Elections. 
According to the records of the city clerk, the average 
vote in ei.ty elections is a.bou.t 900. The r.eturns or- the last elec-
tion may serve to show how the votes in city elections are dis-
tributed. The present Mayor, who was elected by the third ward, 
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ran on an independent ticket and received an overshelming ma-
jority vote. The election returns r-ar 1929 are as f"ollows: 
first werd, 250 Republican and 50 Independent; second ward, 194 
Independent; third ward, 195 Independent, 85 Republican; fourth 
ward, 204 Republican, 80 Independent; and fifth ward, 205 Re-
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publican, 80 Independent • 
.An. attempt ~s made in 1929 to hold a non-partisan 
election, according to the Mayor and city clerk, but the Repub-
lie.ans insisted upon placing candidates in tb:I field. They ran 
candidates in all wards except the second m.d were su.coessfa.l in 
three. 'They met in May and set forth their principles in a plat-
form of eight planks. 
Platform of The Republican Party Of Boley. 
1. We pledge ourselves to urge the people to pay their 
delinquent taxes so that the funds will be avail-
able to pay the bonds when due. 
2. The Republican party of Boley believes in the free 
exercise of the ballot. From 1907 to 1924 only 131 
people in and around Boley were able to vote. To-
day the party has over 1,000 registered throughout 
the county. We registered you and ask .that you sup-
port our ticket. 
3. We pledge ourselves to co-operate with all citizens 
to promote harmony and good will with the citizens 
who live and around Boley in order that conf~dence 
and trade will be improved for the benefit :of all. 
4. We pledge ourselves to co-operate with the business 
end professional men and the citizens of. a.11 creeds 
and walks; to organize cormnercial and booster clubs 
for advertising and bringing in g-ood, substantial 
and progressive citizens who will" help us make a 
greater, grander Boley. 
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5. We pledge ourselves to take the initiative in co-
operating with all c i thens of a 11 walks and oc-
cupations; to promote plans to secure industries 
that will help give the city a sme.11 payroll and 
continue to develop same for our young men and 
wan en. 
6. The Republican party of Boley stands pledged to 
thoroughly examine all good suggestions Of in-
dividuals, ladies and men's clubs, bl.sines s groups 
and farm organizations that will help to build a 
greater Boley, through the process of complete co-
operation. 
7. The Republican party has not been in control of 
Boley; therefore we are asking this year the full 
support or all citizens in order that the condi-
tions now existing mey be f'ul ly adjusted for the 
benefit Of all. 
a. A vote for the Republican party of Boley meens 
peace, happiness, and prosperity. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
.Analysis of Data. 
As stated before, the ·pu.rpose of' this writing has been 
to pre sent a picture of one of the few independent Negro towns; 
a community in which there are no whites am in wh ioh all po-
litieal, economic, and social affairs are under control of' color-
ed citizens. The wri tar bas attempted to pa.int the picture as 
. . 
accurately and impartially as poss:ible. To refrain· from over-
statement is difficult in treating a subject of this kind. To 
understate, however, is equally undesirable. The attempt has 
been made to maintain that middle ground in which the solution to 
this difficult task lies. It is hoped that no statement can be 
justly inter~reted as one of exaggerated import nor one of' incom-
plete and inadequate expression. 
The genera.liZations which are to be drawn f'rom the data 
herein presented will be determined to a great extent by the read-
er. Nevertheless there are several outstanding characteristics 
which we shall consider f'or purposes or analysis. Inasmuch as cer-
ta.in questions were raised at the beginning of this discourse, it 
is perhaps important that we attempt to answer tb3m in so far as 
the foregoing material will permit. 
To what extent has the Negro made. use of his 
poli tica.l, economic, and soeial opportunities, 
so f'a.r as can be determined by the stildy of 
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a single Negro .American city? 
What political., economic, and social tenden-
cies a.re manifest in a eomnunity of' .American 
Negroes as citizens or an independent, self-
governing, all-Negro e ity? 
In the field or· politics, it is shown that in the ab-
sence of dieeriminati?Jg practices the averf¥S"e voting strength 
of this community of 2,000 is about 900, the average vote in city 
elections. In general elections, however, where they meet with 
opposition to the exercise of' their voting privileges, the aver-
age vote in past elections has been less than 100. · This would 
justify the conclusion that the Negro, when left alone makes use 
of' his political advantagias. 
Aeoording to a study made by J. o. Rose in some south-
ern states not more than one adult male Negro out of every hun-
47. 
dred voted, even at presidential elections• We have shown 
that s inee 1916 the a.vere.ge vote case by citizens of' Boley, a town 
or about 2,000 was about 90. We find that in this community more 
than 4~ of tb:r population cast ballots in general elections. The 
average vote in general. elections shoes that in spite or efforts 
on the part of county election otf'icials to disf'"rsnchise them, 
abou.t 9% or the qualified voters of Boley cast ballots in general 
! • 
elections. As compared with the estimate made by Rose the aver-
age voting strength or this city ha.a been nine times greater than 
that of' the general Negro population of' the south. It was sham, 
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however, that due to methcxis used to disfranchise the Negro Re-
publicsns, most or- the votes cast by Boley ei tizens in general 
elections were Democratic• 
Porter, in referring to the disfranchisement of the 
Negro and to the attitude taken by the c0t1rts of tm southern 
states on the question, declares "Tribunals very early began to 
exhibit a tendency to keep 'hands off'' 1;1- soa.therners and not 
f'orce the issue with them. All the burden of proof' was laid 
upon the Negro to shOLV that he was being deprived of a right 
am the courts took advantage of technieali ties ard ambigu.i ties 
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to make the Negro's position all the harder." 
Realizing that the "burden or proof'" lay upon their 
I 
shoulders, the citizens Of Boley in 1924 bamed themselves to-
gether for· the purpose of' showing that they were being deprived 
of' a right and as we have shown were relatively successful in 
supporting their contentioh. 
The statement made cu Kelly Miller in 1906 appears ob-
solete so fer as Boley is concerned. Bef'erring to the small 
Negro vote in the southern states he states "Indifference more 
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than a.cy ot~r ca.use accounts for- this condition." As a rule 
the average city has a lerger vote in. general elections than in 
local elections but here is one in which the average vote in 
oity elections is ten times greater ·then that in general elec-
tions. This could hardly be ca.used by indifference• 
Sa.it, writing in 1927, states that politics "hardly 
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so. 
ranks at all among the interests of the Southern Negro today." 
Stone stated in 1908 that th3 Negro's non-participation in pol-
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itics was due to "the inherent lethargy of the race." These 
statements are certainly not true of Boley to-day. It he.s been 
shown that in this city of· 2,000, the average number of votes cast 
in municipal elections is 900. This is aQ?b of the eligible vot-
· ing popule.tion. Boley has a relatively high EiJrere.ge vote as com-
pared with other cities throughout tb3 country. Contrast this 
voting strength of' so% with that Of' tm municipal election of 1923 
in Chicago at which only 50% of the qualified electors cast ba.1-
lots. The vote in Chica.go, as is generally known, is by no means 
an unconmon si tnation. Practically the same· condition was found 
in the country at large in 1920, for -only one-half of the 54,000, 
000 adult oi tizens in the United States participated in the presi-
dential election held in that yfl!J,,r. Thus we see that citizens of 
Boley when left alone and unhampered by discriminatory political 
tactics, maintain an average voting strength in city elections 
1 
which is greater by 30% thin that of' other cities of the United 
States in presidential. elections. After the first legal victory 
in 1924 which, as we have seen, pub a stop to one method used to 
disfranchise citizens of Boley, the number of ballots case in 
presidential elections increased from an averag-e of 90 to a vote 
of 450. This is an increase in voting strength f'ran about a,& to 
about 40%. It is reasonable to assume that 1:r all political bar-
riera were rErnoved, the vote in general elections would at lee.st 
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equal that in municipal eleet ions. 
This is hardly "inherent lethargy", indeed, quite the 
contrary. It would seem to indicate that; if the Southern Negro 
appears to be disinterested in voting, this lack or interest can-
not properly be charged to inherent rae ial lethargy, but to en-. 
vironmental differences. These diff"erences would seem to be more 
a matter of environmental conditidning then a matter of.racial 
heritage. In the south as a whole, wmre th! Negro has for more 
than fifty years been subject to methais of disfranchisement it 
is natural that he should to some extent lose interest in voting. 
In :Boley, however, where the citizens have for a qttarter of' a cen-
tury been totally free fran disfranchisement in their local pol""." 
itics, an unusual amount or politic al interest is sh011n. It seems 
unreasonable to say that eit.izens.~ who presented themselves at 
places of registration in tb:l face or danger of life or limb, as 
·those of Boley did at Paden,· are not interested in voting. Nor 
can 1 t be concluded that citizens, who voluntarily organized po-
litica.l clubs ani together with other Negroes of that county con-
tributed $3,500 for the sole purpose of financing legal battles 
for their right of suffrage, are victims of inherent racial leth-
argy~ with regard to politics. 
/ 
The interest shown by the citizens or :Boley in voting in 
municipal elections, together with the struggles which they ha.ve 
had in attempting to vote in general elect ions woill d just if)' one 
in saying that so f'a.r a.s this e ity is concerned, the statements 
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made by- the wri~ers eit·ed above are, by no means~ applicable. 
On tba contrary it may be said that the situation at Boley in-
dicates that the Negro, when given an opportunity, votes as well 
as citizens of' other races. 
Facts indicate that in this community party prejudices 
are on the mole subordinated to the interests of the community• 
As has been stated., the elections for the most part have been 
non-partisan except in 1929. The present mayor was elected on 
an independent ticket as trustee of' 3rd Ward and subsequently 
elected mtzyor by the council, tm majority of whose members were . 
Republican. It was also shown by the f'acts that the chief ex-
ecutive appoints Democrats as well as Republicans to offices of 
the city.~ 
There are perhaps no outstaming tendencies in the 
field of' economics which could be considered peculiar to this 
particular oommuni ty. There is, ·however, more or a tendency on 
part of patrons and customers to purchase from certain merchants 
because of their business qualities and not so nm.ch bees.use of 
their race. In some mixed communities colored citizens trade 
with members of their own race, because tooy are not properly. 
treated by white merchmts and perhaps because of racial loyalty• 
In this cormnunity there is a freer economic choice. They buy 
from certain merchants . from economic rather t ban sentimental mo-
tives. There is room ror improvement in the management of busi-
ness. The deficiency here is seemingly due partly to lack or 
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business training on part of the mercha..-rits and partly due to the 
universally felt competition of chain stores. 
There are few distinct social tendencies which would 
set this community apart from other communities of Negroes. There 
are no inter-racial conflicts, of course, am the spirit of good 
will apparently prevails through.out the sooial intermingling. There 
is no residential problem as in the case of most mixed towns, when 
the Negro residential district becomes too congested or otherwise 
undesirable, forcing·colored citizens to move into adjacent white 
· neighbor hoods. 
There is one section of the townwhicb. might be con-
sidered an exclusive residential district in that it is inha.bi ted 
principally by the professional and business classes of the popu-
lation. This condition prevails to some extent in mixed colllllunities, 
unless the colored population is restricted .to a snall a.rd well de-
fined area in v.hich case the Negro.es of tm upper strstta of society 
are :f"oroed to live among those of the lower classes. 
One might .. note, however, that there are qui ta a number of' 
re ligiOUs denominations' for a conmuni ty of this size, which might in-
dicate ·an unusual amomt and variety of' emotional reaction on the 
part of tha citizens. On the mole it may be said that the social 
behavior of residents of Boley is no different from that of oitizens· 
.of any other connmmi ty of' Negroes in as mu.ch as the customary law of' 
social aegrega tion is or universal application. 
To what extent does racial homogeneity influence 
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the political, economic, and social eon-
ditions of a municipality of' American Ne-
groes? 
In the field ot politics, we find in this city an un-
hampered opportunity for advancemal.t. Every you.th of ability hw 
an equal chance to rise to a position of" leadership. His mental 
picture of himself" as ma.yor, councilman.; city attorney, city olerk, 
etc• is mot merely an idle dream. It is an attainable goal. This 
is one advantage which a young citizen ot Boley has over a _young 
man of" his race who lives in a city of" mixed population. 
The factor ot racial homogeneity makes little important 
difference in the field of" economics. The Negro in a mixed com-
muni ty, who has busina·ss training and the necessary ca.pi ta.l would 
probably ,be as successful as his brother in a city like Boley. 
There is, however, one distinct advantage. In ,an independent Ne-
gro to~ ~he colored business man can exercise a controlling in• 
f'luenee on ru.ch bodies as the Chamber o:t: Commerce, Board of" ~rade, 
I 
Bu.sina·ss Leagues, etc. This is seldom, if ever, true of cities 
of mixed population. 
Considered from a sociological point or view~ th.is com-
munity produces an attitude which is by no means satisfactory. 
The element of racial homogeneity is seemingly conducive to the 
intensification of" racial hatred. One need not converse with many 
citizens of Boley to become convinced that racial prejudice is not 
confined to manbers o.t the white race. The mass of citizens who 
do not come in contact with many whites have developed an unfavor-· 
able attitme towards them~ Although such a .town as Boley may be 
advantageous in other respects, it might be said to be detrimental 
to the solution of one Of the most perplexing problems of the dq 
- the race problem~ Though we would not attempt to suggest any 
solution, w:·e venture to say that such solution is more likely to 
come. from a"ssociation and understanding than from isolation and mis-
understanding. We cannot escape:· tb:i fact that person.ality is strong-
er than race, but it is lamentable: the.t often this human element is 
denied an opportunity because of the artificial barriers of racial 
segregation. 
It was the force of personality which caused Captain Boley, 
a typical son.therner,t~ develop enough confidence in T. :M. Haynes, 
thOUgh the latter's face was dark, to suggest that he was capable ot 
governing a. community. Boley wa.s tba first city of. its kind in the 
United States. Just as it is often said that the office of President 
of the United States was created as a result of the existence of such 
a personality as George Washington, it might. also be said that the of-
fice of Meyor of an independent Negro city was created as a result 
of the existence of such a personality as Thomas M. Haynes. 
~f The answers to the questions set forth are necessarily in-
complete, partly because or tbe inaccuracy of any general statement 
concerning human beings ani partly bees.use this is a study of a 
single conmuni ty. Similar and more thorough investigations of' other 
all-Negro cities will be necessary in order that some comparative 
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value might be given to .the data herein presented~ As it stands 
it is, of course, essentially a descriptive treatment. 
Political Significance of Boley. 
From a political standpoint an independent Negro ean-
munity like Boley is an asset to the race. It affords an opportun-
ity for experience in practical politfos, such as cannot be had by 
colored citizens in tavns of mixed population. It provides for 
the development of municipal leaders, who have an opportunity to 
work their way up from the ranks of the most humble cl. tizens to those 
of officialdom. SUch political laboratories ere especially advan-
tageous to southern Negroes, whose politic· al ambitions are so ad-
roitly thwarted by' whites. Even in northern cities, where the po-
litical activity of the Negro is less limited, he is subject to def-
inite control by white leaders of those cities. This is not the 
case in Boley for here the colored citizen is not interfered with in 
the management of municipal affairs so long as no measures are foster-
ed that are contrary to the state and national laws. 
In a community of this kind the average voter shows a def-
inite result of the political experience provided. One method used 
to test this was that Of interviewing soroo seven or eight citizens 
chosen at random in order to ascertain their political interest and 
knowledge. One of those interviewed was a street laborer. In all 
cases, the responses given were more than adequate to convince one 
that the persons. being j.nterviewed were quite well informed regard-
ing the structure of' government, the Officials and their duties, and 
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other important features of the local g-overnment. This method., 
which is a common one in the· field of social science, was tried 
in the city of Lawrence and ou.t of eight persons only two were 
able to give a fairly intelligible explanation of the features 
of the local government• 
As one of the lee.ding citizens of Boley says "Boley is 
the greatest school in the world from the fact tha. t we are forced 
to learn things that one doesn't have to know in a mixed town, 
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